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Office of Public Information

SG/SM/2U85
EC/2610
29 September 1977

STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL CONCERNING THE ANNOUNCEMENT OH THE

CREATION OF AW INDEPENDENT COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

The following is the text of a statement by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim:

"When last January Mr, /Robert/ McNamara /President of the World Bank/
informed the Secretary-General of his intention to propose the establishment of an
independent commission of personalities from developed and developing countries,
intended to assist in the efforts of the international community to find
solutions to the problems of development co-operation, the Secretary-General
stated that he supported any proposal which could contribute to United Nations
endeavours to bring about a restructuring of the international economic system.

"The Secretary-General therefore welcomed the information he received
yesterday from Mr. Willy Brandt that, following extensive consultations over
the last few months, such a commission was being established under Mr, Brandt's
Chairmanship. The Secretary-General firmly believes that no effort should be
spared to give impetus to the negotiations which are being pursued within the-
United Rations system towards the establishment of a new international economic
order. The Secretary-General expresses the hope that the work of the commission
will contribute to this effort. In this context, it is essential to bring
about, with a new sense of urgency, the degree of political will which is
required for Governments to reach practical and concrete solutions to the
difficult problems at stake. Mr. Brandt agreed to keep the Secretary-General
informed of the progress of the commission."

* *** *

For information media - not an official record
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SUGGESTED POINTS FOR INCLUSION IN SECRETARY-GENERAL'S TOAST
TO FOREIGN MINISTER OF IRAN

BACKGROUND NOTE: On 7 August a nev Iranian Government was appointed

with Mr. Amouzegar replacing Mr. Hoveida as Prime Minister. Mr. Amouzegar

is 5^ and previously represented Iran in OPEC. The present Foreign

Minister, Mr. Khalatbari, was retained in the new Cabinet.

The Shah's sister, H.R.H. Princess Ashraf was the object of a

terrorist attack on her car in Nice. She escaped unharmed .but members

of her party were killed.

POSSIBLE TALKING POINTS:

•— Note great achievements in ecoiomic growth and social progress under

the Shah's leadership.

— Refer to Iran's active role in the United Nations, e.g. its leadership

in ECOSOC, its energetic work in the Committee on Decolonization, and

especially its assistance to global development. In the past five years

Iran's foreign aid has amounted to nearly 6% of its GNP. At its proposal,

a Special Fund was set up by OPEC to assist less privileged countries,

— Make reference to Iran's chairmanship of the Ad Hoc Committee on the

World Disarmament Conference. In this capacity Ambassador Hoveyda has gained

wide respect for his sagacity and objectivity. Iran has also taken the

lead along with Egypt in proposing a nuclear free zone in the Middle East,

— Express appreciation for Iran's current participation in UKDOF, recalling

that Iran has shown positive interest since the very beginning of peace-

keeping operations. Iran at one time considered establishing a stand-by

peace-keeping contingent.

— Recall continuing interest shown by Iran in the United Nations in the

field of human rights. H.R.H. Princess Ashraf has taken the lead in this



field especially women's rights. She .has served as Iran's

representative in the Third Committee and the Commission on Human

Rights.

— Express gratification at Princess Ashraf's safety following the

criminal attack on her car in Nice. Condolences for loss of life and

injuries of other occupants of car. In this connection recall Mr.

Khalatbari's long-standing concern with regard to terrorism which he

expressed already at the twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth sessions of

the General Assembly.



Draft message of the Secretary-General to the 21st session
of the General Conference of the IAEA, 26 September 1977

On the occasion of the 2Oth anniversary of the
International Atomic Energy Agency, it is a great pleasure
for me to extend my greetings and good wishes to all
participants in the General Conference of the IAEA.

Atomic Energy has been a major concern of the United
Nations since its very beginning. It was the subject of
the first resolution adopted by the General Assembly and
since then the Organization has endeavoured to deal
constructively with the dual nature of atomic energy.
Our aim has been to assure that the enormous power of the
atom be put to peaceful uses and foster economic progress
while at the same time safeguarding against proliferation
of nuclear weapons.

As we mark this anniversary, it is fitting to
emphasize the impressive achievements of the Agency in this
regard and the invaluable contribution it has thus made to
the two fundamental objectives of the United Nations: peace
and economic development.

In recent years reliance on nuclear power has rapidly
increased to meet the world's rising energy needs.
Concomitantly, international co-operation in the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy has grown both in its scope and in
the number of States involved.
Clearly, nuclear technology when harnessed and applied
under adequate safeguards can contribute significantly to
economic development and human welfare throughout the world
and, in this regard, the Agency plays a prominent role by
promoting, in a variety of ways, the use of nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes. But, as I have frequently stated, we
cannot overlook the risk of nuclear proliferation inherent
in the widespread use of nuclear power. In my annual report
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to the 32nd Session of the General Assembly I noted that
every year the danger of the spread of nuclear weapons
increases as the technology becomes more widely known, and
I indicated that continuous study and assessment of nuclear-
weapon problems, including non-proliferation, are clearly
required if the international community is to be able to
move forward. The Agency is one of the most important
international instruments available for limiting some of
the dangers involved. I share with the distinguished
Director-General of the Agency, Dr. Sigvard Eklund, the
belief that one of the most notable achievements of the
IAEA has been the confidence reposed in it by the world
community which invested it with the safeguards functions
under the Non-Proliferation Treaty. I also firmly believe
that the application of Agency safeguards outside as well
as within the framework of the Non-Proliferation Treaty
is of paramount importance to the success of efforts to
prevent the diversion of nuclear technology, equipment
and materials to military purposes. I welcome the IAEA1s
continued efforts to strengthen its safeguards system and
find it gratifying that, as noted in the Agency1s Annual
Report for 1976, during the past year there have been
further positive developments in this regard. This is,
of course, consistent with the Agency* s responsibility
to promote the dissemination of nuclear technology,
particularly for the benefit of developing countries.
In this context, I wish to refer to the value of the
Agency1s technical assistance and training activities in
developing countries and the desirability of expanding and
intensifying activities in this area. I should also like
to mention the International Conference on Nuclear Power and
its Fuel Cycle which the Agency organized in Salzburg in
May 1977. This was a timely and useful meeting aimed at
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proxnoting international discussion and clarification of
the highly complex and sometimes controversial aspects
surrounding the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. I feel
it was an indication of the Agency' s concern, which we
in the United Nations share, about the nature and scope
of the problems that will confront mankind as a result
of increasing reliance on nuclear power to meet growing
energy demand.

On this important anniversary, I wish to express
my appreciation of the outstanding work that the IAEA
has done throughout the twenty yearŝ of its -existence. ̂
I should like to ê ^̂ Ĵ K&fê lg &̂ £̂  ±

^ gnflHj an ffir firnt. inifitnnnn, -tn
Dr. Efrilunet who has guided -fe&e work «§=«t3*e"ftgef«3y during
the last 16 years with such dedication and devotion to
the cause of peace and international co-operation.
I am confident that the Agency will continue to play an
invaluable role in promoting these goals in the future.

X wish you all success in your deliberations.

<
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it was an indication of the Agency's concern, which we
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of increasing reliance on nuclear power to meet growing
energy demand.

On this important anniversary, I wish to express
my appreciation of the outstanding work that the IAEA
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pay special tribute to Dr. Sigvard Eklund, the
distinguished Director General of the Agency ...
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ARTICLE BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO L'OSSERVATORE ROMANO

None of those who heard His Holiness Pope Paul VI

make his stirring call for "No More War" when he addressed

the General Assembly of the United Nations in 1965 are

likely to forget it. It was an expression of his over-

riding concern for the attainment of world peace for which

he has been working untiringly throughout a highly

distinguished and remarkable life.

The opening lines of the United Nations Charter call

upon its Members to save succeeding generations from the

scourge of war", and this has indeed always been the world

Organizations main objective. Since its founding,, the

United Nations, born out of two disastrous world wars in

one generation, has sought to contain and resolve the

problems that have led to conflicts in the past. It has

constantly attempted to balance national concerns against

those that go beyond sovereign borders by broadening the

areas of mutually perceived interest. This has, of course,

been an evolutionary process and one that has required

unceasing effort and attention.

Today, there is perhaps more than ever a growing

awareness of our dependance upon one another, as fellow

citizens of a world community, particularly in the vital

economic and social questions which affect us all. For

example, there is scarcely a single nation which is not in

some way or another affected by the problems of mass unemployment,

rampant inflation, unstable money and commodity markets, or

the growing indebtedness of many countries. These are universal

problems and history has taught us that without economic

stability, there can be no political stability. The world

situation today is greatly aggravated by the fact that the

vast majority of mankind still lives in poverty, without the

basic necessities for a decent way of life. Two thirds

of the world population lacks adequate food, health
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care, shelter, or the possibility of a basic education.

His Holiness Pope Paul, in his 1976 message for the

celebration of the Day of Peace entitled "if you want

peace, defend life", pointed out the importance of

satisfying these basic necessities if peace is to be

obtained. His great and continuing interest in the

problems of the developing countries has served to under-

line the need for a new international economic order, which

is being sought at the United Nations and

which represents one of the best ways of assuring a peaceful

and stable future.

At the same time, His Holiness has repeatedly noted that

peace is inextricably linked to disarmament. And indeed, we

cannot hope to make any significant progress in this direction

when the vast sums spent on the manufacture, sale and transfer

of weapons continue to expand year by year. Annually, over

300 billion dollars are being spent on armaments, and

much-needed resources are directed to producing weaponry of

ever-greater sophistication and destructiveness. This vast

expenditure on arms represents an awesome burden on the world's

economy and, combined with the ready availability of arms in

sensitive areas, continues to undermine the conditions for

peace and indeed actively generates the threat of war. This

situation is compounded by the fact that several nations have

nuclear weapons as part of their arsenals, while many more can

take the first steps towards the manufacture of atomic bombs,

if they so wish. Next year, the Special Session of the General

Assembly of the United Nations will be directed towards

disarmament and we earnestly hope that this will be a

turning point in the effort .to control this major and

continuing threat to wcrld peace.

His Holiness has often forcefully reminded us that one of

the principal causes of unrest and violence on our planet is

the continued violations of justice and human rights. Indeed,

there can be no world peace if fairness and justice do not

prevail among all the world's peoples, so that the individual's
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inherent and inviolate rights are given their full due.

United Nations instruments set forth these basic human

rights, and those of us who serve the international community

are daily aware that we must strive to bring our full weight

to bear on those situations where these rights are being

violated and justice ignored. In a world of differing

ideologies, political systems and concepts of society, the

United Nations has done much to develop internationally

agreed codes of ethics and rules of conduct on subjects as

diverse as biological engineering and transnational corporations.

It is now up to the world community to build upon them a system

where they are universally respected. In our work,

we are often reminded of His Holiness's call

that "Pacta Servanda Sunt" - pacts must be observed. It is

quite clear that the single most effective way to achieve

world peace would be the strict observance of the United Nations

Charter. We must make every effort to narrow the gap between our

professed aims and the painful fact that serious violations of

human rights continue in many parts of the world.

In the course of a long and full life, His Holiness has

experienced two world wars and innumerable local conflicts. However, as

he celebrates his 8Oth birthday, the world has had over thirty

years without a global war. The United Nations has played a

significant role during this period in containing conflict and in

providing its member states with an alternative course to war .

in times of international conflict.

In these years, the world has probably changed more

dramatically than ever before in its history
4 The world's population has

doubled; vast colonial empires have ended and a billion people

have been set free to choose their own destinies; there has been

an enormous growth in science and technology and a concomitant

expansion of mankind's horizons. The United Nations has

reflected and responded to these changes: when it came into

being there were only 51 Member States. Since then nearly 100
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more have been added. It has sought to find solutions to the

problems of our age, to problems such as the degradation of

our environment, the law of the sea, the control of outer

space, population, and the rights of women in society, as well

as many other global concerns. It is indeed the only global

forum where the process of adjustment to change and the

resolution of conflict situations can be pursued peacefully,

with the participation of all Members of the world community.

Above all, the world Organization is itself a

manifestation of the international community's confidence

that the enormous problems of war, injustice and poverty

which confront it can be overcome. His Holiness Pope Paul's

vision and doctrine of peace are beacons \ on the road that

lies before us, if we are to match our incredible achievements

in science, technology and thought with comparable progress in the

social, humanitarian and moral fields. The world owes His Holiness a debt of

profound gratitude for his tireless worlc for peace and

understanding among the peoples of the world.
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. GA/AF/606
5 March 197'8

The following is the text of a message by Secretary- General Kurt Waldhe:Lm
delieyered in today's meeting of the Apartheid Committee:

- I am glad that the Special Committee against Apartheid has arranged this
meeting so that we at the United Nations can honour the" memory of Robert Sobukwe
and express our deep sense 'of loss at his untimely passing away.

• .The thought uppermost in my mind at this time is that there is both triumph
and tragedy in his life and death, There is tragedy in the fact that he was
subjected to great indignities and was silenced by the very society which could
have profited most from his great gifts of spirit and intellect: from his deep
and enduring humanity,,

There is tragedy, too, in the -loss of his leadership, suffered not only by
the Pan Africanist Congress but by the black population of South Africa.
Finally there is tragedy in the fact that the rejection of men of peace like
Robert Sobukwe brings South Africa further along the path of violence and
bloodshed.

But a life like Robert Sobukwe1s is never wasted. Even while we mourn the
tragic circumstances of his death, we cannot fail to profit from the inspiring
legacy of his life. His leadership of the historic campaign in 1960 against the
hated pass laws is a monument to his courage. His opposition to racism of all
kinds and his lack of bitterness towards his oppressors are monuments to his
unfailing belief in the common humanity of all men.

For our part, we in the United. Nations must continue with renewed vigour
our efforts on behalf of the many other political prisoners and detainees whose
opposition to apartheid has led to the loss of their freedom.

(more )

For information media - not an official record
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7 3 March 1978

Over the years the United Nations has adopted many resolutions calling for
the release of all political prisoners and for the repeal of all repressive
legislation directed against the opponents of apartheid, I have had occasion to
address personal appeals to the Government of South Africa on this matter, but
unfortunately there has not been any positive response.

It is my view that a resolution of the problems of South Africa can best be
achieved through peaceful and constructive dialogue at the national level, on
the basis of equality, between leaders of all sections of the population. This
cannot, of course, be realized if the South African Government continues its
policy of banning, detaining and imprisoning political leaders, and excluding
the black population from the mainstream of the political, economic and social
life of the country» : • ' - ;

In spite of the constraints that were laid upon him during his lifetime,
Robert Sobukwe was still able to make an inspiring contribution to the struggle
against apartheid.

South Africa is immeasurably poorer because it did not allow him to use his
great qualities of mind and heart freely in the service "of his country and in the
causet qf all its people. - • • '

-V.7v
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SG/SM/2̂ 5
GA/AB/1718
23 September 1977

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GEHERA.L KURT WALDHEIM

TO FIFTH COMMITTEE (ADMINISTRATIVE AMD BUDGETARY)

Following Is the text of the statement made this afternoon by Secretary-
General Kurt Waldheira to the General Assembly's Fifth Committee (Administrative
and Budgetary) on the proposed programme budget for 1978-1979 and on other
matters before the Committee:

Mr. Chairnan

I should like to begin by offering my congratulations on your election*
and my sincere good wishes for success as you assume your important
responsibilities as Chairman of the Fifth Committee of the thirty-second
General Assembly. You have had the experience of serving as a member of
this Committee for a number of years. You fully understand, as I do, that
it is one of the heaviest, most difficult and at the same time most important
tasks facing any Committee Chairman. Your experience, your intimate knowledge
of the issues facing the Committee and your unfailing good humour and
patience can be counted on, I know, to give to the Committee the leadership
that it needs and guide it successfully through the very heavy agenda which
it will have to deal with between now and the end of the Assembly.

This is the fifth occasion on which I have addressed this Committee
since becoming Secretary-General. I believe that this should clearly indicate
to you the importance which I attach to the work you do here.

The Fifth Committee faces traditionally the heaviest workload of all the
Assembly's committees. It has to deal with a wide variety of questions which
are of vital importance to the well-being of this Organization -- the
biennial programme budget, the scale of contributions to be levied against
Member States, personnel questions in all their ramifications, levels of pay
and allowances, reports of bodies such as the Joint Staff Pension Board,
the Joint Inspection Unit and the International Civil Service Commission,
and many other questions.

(more)

* Morteza Talieh (Iran) was <= looted Chairman of the Fifth Committee on
Wednesday, ?1. Fi'-

For information media - not an official record
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All proposals having financial implications of any kind which come from
other committees must also "be reviewed "by the Fifth Committee before the
General Assembly can deal with them. I think it is fair to say that no other
body of delegates touches so intimately and in such detail all aspects of
the work of the United Nations as you doj and nowhere else is it possible for
delegates to get such a "broad perspective on the infinite variety of this
Organization's activities. It serves as an indispensable balance wheel to
the other committees, which concern themselves, as you know, with the
substantive aspects of the many problems which they face, leaving to you the
not always popular task of reminding delegations of the ever- increasing costs
of carrying on the Organization's work and implementing all the resolutions
which they propose .

At this time, the role of the Fifth Committee is more crucial than it
has "been at any time in its history. In reviewing the Organization's
"budgetary requirements, it is important to realize that the task which this
Committee faces in dealing with the '1978- 1979 expenditure programme is very
much greater than that which your predecessors had to deal with J2 years ago.
What is perhaps more significant is that you are expected to deal with this
along with countless other items on your agenda, in the same three-month
period that the Fifth Committee required to deal with the annual budget in
the earliest years of the Organization.

The great increase in the volume of work facing the Fifth Committee
has been brought home to me personally as I have looked back over my first
term as Secretary-General and compared the workload of the Organization
during my first year with the corresponding volume of work five years later.
In the year 1972 the regular United Nations budget exceeded $200 million
for the first time in the Organization's history, reaching a total of Just
over $208 million. At that time the membership of the Organization consisted
of 132 Member States. Today that number has increased to 1^9 — almost
three times the original membership of the Organization.

Greater demands have been placed upon the Secretariat as a result of
this increased membership. A sixth official and working language has been
added. Conforming to the General Assembly's decisions, new units of the
Secretariat have had to be established to deal with problems of the human
environment, transnational corporations, the law of the sea and similar
issues of importance to the community of nations .

more significant has been the growth and development of the main
subsidiary bodies in the field of economic development as Member States have
begun to face the challenging task of creating a new international economic
order. UNCTAD, UN3DO, the five regional commissions and the fiepartment of
Economic and Social Affairs itself have all reflected this trend in their
expanded programmes and endeavoured to respond to it with new and more
ambitious programmes. The result is seen in the marked growth in the

Hovels of these bodies during the period 1972-1977*

(more)
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UNIDO's budget has risen from approximately $11 million in 1972 to
a current level of over $2U million.

On a comparable basis, UNCTAD's expenditures, which were less than
$11 million inclusive of conference services in 1§72, will approximate
$25 million in 1977.

Similarly, the budgets of the five regional commissions have increased
from less than $28 million in 1972 to almost $U|? million in 1977-

To meet the demands of these new and expanding programmes some increase
in staff has, of course,, been unavoidable. I would note in this connexion
that the increase here has been held on an average basis to little more than
3 per cent annually. As programmes have been established or expanded away
from Headquarters, new buildings or major additions to existing ones have
been constructed in places like Nairobi, Bangkok, Addis Ababa and Geneva.

Overshadowing all this necessary and desirable growth has been the
devastating effect of abnormally high inflation and the decline in value of
the United States dollar. The combined impact of these has done more to
increase the Organization's budgetary needs than all the other factors
I have mentioned.

Let me give two practical examples to illustrate my point. Inflation
today cuts into our regular budget each year to an amount equal to the
total budget of the Organization in the first few years of its existence.
In the 1976-1977 biennial budget the estimated cost attributable to inflation
was $65 million. In the budget for the next biennium it is only slightly
less.

At the same time, the cost of inflation is equalled, if not surpassed,
by the factor of currency fluctuations. To illustrate my point, earlier
this week the United States dollar dropped to its lowest level on record
in relation to the Swiss franc. As the Committee knows, we require to
purchase large quantities of Swiss francs to cover the 25 per cent of our
budget spent in Geneva. In 1971, before the decline of the United States
dollar on which our budgets are based, it took just $232,000 to purchase
1 million Swiss francs. Today, in order to purchase that same 1 million Swiss
francs, it takes approximately $̂ 20,000 -- an increase due to the decline
of the United States dollar of over 80 per cent.

These examples clearly point up how seriously our Organization's budget
has been affected by factors completely beyond our control — factors which
have plagued the budget of the United Nations and the economy of the world
community alike throughout most or all of the last five years.

(more)
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As Secretary-General I have endeavoured, with, some success, to contain
within responsible and acceptable limits the costs of continuing growth in
the United Nations budget. In the very first year of my stewardship
I maintained a freeze on recruitment for the Secretariat throughout the
greater part of 1972 and a policy of determined restraint thereafter.

As our programme budgets for 1976-1977 and 1978-1979 have demonstrated,
we have kept real growth of the budget, apart from the uncontrollable factors
I have mentioned, within exceptionally narrow limits. For example, the
1978-1979 programme budget which I have presented to the General Assembly
for approval records a real growth of 2.2 per cent -- less than one half
of the rate for the preceding budget period. Regrettably the extraneous
factors of currency fluctuation and inflation have proved to be resistant
to our best efforts within the United Nations to keep them under control,
just as they have frustrated the efforts of Governments generally.

Mr. Chairman, I am sure the diagnosis which I have offered, based upon
the experience of the past five years, does not come as a surprise to those
veteran members of the Fifth Committee who have struggled with these
intractable problems in the past and are fully aware of the difficulties
they present for the budget of the Organization. I have however touched
upon these problems for two reasons.

The first is that, unless I am mistaken, only a relatively small number
of the members of the Committee have served here continuously through the
period to which I have referred. I trust that the historical perspective in
which I have endeavoured to place the persistent problems facing the
Organization in the financial management field will therefore be of some help
and interest to them. My second and most important reason, however, is that
I cannot underscore too strongly what I have referred to earlier as the
crucial importance of the task that confronts this Committee in the next
three months.

It is the Fifth Committee, ably assisted by the Advisory Committee on
Administrative and Budgetary Questions — to which I pay a well deserved
tribute — that, more than any other body in the house, safeguards the
financial integrity and indeed solvency of the Organization. This is the
challenge and the responsibility that now demand your best efforts and your
most painstaking attention.

The weeks ahead, Mr. Chairman, will be filled with difficult problems
that will tax to the utmost the judgement and the wisdom of this Committee.
The examination of the programme budget for the next biennium is a mammoth
undertaking in itself. You have also the latest report of the Committee on
Contributions, whose recommendations last year provoked a long and bitter
debate. I very much hope that the Committee's report this year will have a
speedier and easier passage through the Fifth Committee, as a result of the
modifications which the Contributions Committee is proposing for 197&
1979 to this year's formula.

(more)
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The important items relating to the Joint Inspection Unit and the Joint
Staff Pension Board hopefully will not present the same difficulties or give
rise to the same lengthy discussions as they did last year. But the report
of the International Civil Service Commission, particularly that relating to
the Commission's examination of Geneva General Service salaries, is also on
the Fifth Committee's agenda -- and this may well prove to "be one of the
more difficult issues to face you this year.

I have not yet received the report of the Commission. When it becomes
available it will receive my close attention as well as that of my colleagues,
the executive heads of the Geneva agencies. Consultations with staff
representatives will also be undertaken. I would then expect to "be in a
position to indicate to the Committee our intentions with respect to the
implementation of the recommendations put forward in the report. I assure
the Committee that when the report has been received and our study of it
completed, I will report to the Fifth Committee without delay. I feel
confident that you share with me the hope that we will succeed in arriving
at a just and equitable solution of the problem which has kept the General
Service staff of all agencies in Geneva in an unsettled and apprehensive
state for the last year.

Mr. Chairman, the important items to which I have just referred can
provide only an incomplete and partial preview of the lengthy and complex
agenda to which you and the members of the Committee will have to give their
constant attention throughout the thirty-second session. In the time
available to us this afternoon it has not been possible to do more than to
touch upon the highlights of our problems.

I would like to assure you, on behalf of my colleagues and myself, of
our full support and co-operation at all times. I conclude by wishing for
you, Mr. Chairman, a smooth and tranquil passage, and for the Committee
under your leadership full success in your endeavours.

* #•**
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STATEMENT. BY SECRETARY-GENERAL ON PRESENTATION OF GIFT

OF GOVERNMENT OF. IRAQ TO UNITED NATIONS

Following is the text of a statement made by Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim at a brief ceremony at Headquarters today accepting on behalf of the
United Nations a gift from the Government of Iraq:*

It is with great pleasure that I accept on behalf of the United Nations
this most significant gift from the Government of Iraq.

It would be difficult to think of a more appropriate gift to^the United
Nations than this magnificent replica of the original stele containing the code
of Hammurabi that stands in the Louvre. Here, in this house, where we labour
to construct a more orderly world society, so much of what we try to do had^
its origins in the body of laws that Hammurabi codified to regulate the social,
economic and political life of his immediate world.

This thoughtful gift of Iraq reminds us that building an equitable and
just international community is not a job for any one time or period in man's
history, but is an endless and timeless task that demands continuous patience,
dedication and determination.

I ask Your Excellency to convey our appreciation and thanks to President
Ahmad Hasan Al-Bakr and to the Government and the people of Iraq for providing
us with this enduring reminder of the heritage of Hammurabi. It is with deep
gratitude that I accept this gift on behalf of the United Nations.

« »*« *

* For details of the gift. presentation, .ceremony ,• see Press Release EQ/375.

For information media - not an official record
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SG/SM/2^72
WD/1U6
23 August 1977

SECRETARY-GENERAL EXTENDS SYMPATHY..TO_ PEOPLE OF INDONESIA

FOLLOWING RECENT EARTHQUAKE

Following is the text of a cable sent by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
today to General Soeharto5 Head of State of Indonesia:

"I am deeply grieved to learn of the tragic loss of life and extensive
damage in your country which resulted from the recent earthquake. I wish to
extend my sincere sympathy to you and to the people of Indonesia who have
been so seriously affected by this natural calamity.

"Highest consideration."

•st *•*•& •*
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SECEETA.RY-GMERAL EXTENDS_jYMPATIiY TO,PEOPLE OF INDONESIA

FOLLOWING RECENT EARTHQUAKE

Following is the text of a cable sent by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
today to General Soeharto, Head of State of Indonesia:

"I am deeply grieved to learn of the tragic loss of life and extensive
damage in your country which resulted from the recent earthquake. I wish to
extend my sincere sympathy to you and to the people of Indonesia who_ have
been so seriously affected by this natural calamity.

"Highest consideration."

•* ##•* *
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STATEMENT

FOR ACTION AGAINST APARTHEID

CORRECTION

In Press Release SG/SM/2U71 of 22 August 1977? containing the text of
the statement by the Secretary-General at the World Conference for Action
against Apartheid, the third paragraph on page h should read:

"In this period, too, the philosophy and practice of apartheid have been
extended beyond the borders of the Republic to Namibia, for whose people the
United Nations has a special responsibility, and to Southern Rhodesia, where
a grave crisis situation involves and threatens a widening circle of independent
African States."

•*
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL AT WORLD CONFERENCE

' ' . • FOR ACTION AGAINST APARTHEID

Following is the text of a statement by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
at the World Conference for Action against Apartheid, being held in Lagos,
Nigeria, from 22 to 26 August:

In declaring open this World Conference for Action against Apartheid,
I extend a warm welcome to all who have assembled here in support of the
struggle against the policies-and practices of apartheid and racial
.discrimination. The issues facing this Conference are of crucial importance
to international peace and understanding and their discussion by such a
distinguished gathering is most necessary and timely.

I know that I speak for all participants when I express to His Excellency,
Lt. General Olesegun Obasanjo, and to the Government of the Federal Republic
of Nigeria our deep appreciation for hosting this Conference. The Government
has given the Conference not only its most generous support but has made
excellent arrangements to facilitate our work. I consider it most fitting
that this Conference is being held here in the capital city of this vibrant
country which is foremost in the promotion of African causes and in the
vanguard of the struggle for'human rights in southern Africa.

I should also like to express my deep appreciation to the Organization
of African Unity through its Administrative Secretary General, Mr. William
.Eteki Mboumoua, for its co-operation in realizing this event. I know the
high priority which the Organization has always given to the problem of
apartheid from the time of its inception, and that it will continue to be a
highly significant force in the international campaign to eliminate this
inhuman practice--. • •• .

We must also recall on this occasion the sacrifices of the many who have
laid down their lives in the struggle against apartheid and racial discrimination.
Therefore, before we begin the proceedings of this Conference, I invite you to
observe a minute of silence in their memory.

!

; (more)1
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The gravity and complexity of the problem of apartheid can "best be put in
perspective when it is recalled that the racial policies of South Africa were
among the first subjects to command the attention of the United Nations at the
inaugural- session of the General Assembly in 19̂ -6. As the apartheid plan
unfolded. States began to have a clearer picture of its impact on the lives of
the people of South Africa. In 1952, the whole question of South Africa's
racial policy was for the first time raised before the General Assembly and
became the subject of frequent discussion in the years that followed. However,
it was not until the Sharpeville massacre of 1960 that the world was jolted
into a real awareness of the inhumanity of the system and the dangers which
it posed. This incident occurred at the time when the decolonization process
in Africa and elsewhere was at its peak and many new sovereign States were
coming into being. Quite appropriately, thê i, it was on the initiative of the
African and Asian members of the United. Nations that the question of apartheid
was first brought before the Security Council, Since the establishment in
.May 1963 of the Organization of African Unity, which by its Charter is firmly
committed -to the struggle against apartheid, numerous initiatives on the problem
have been undertaken in the United Nations by African Member States. The
policies of apartheid have continued to be of steadily increasing concern to
the world Organization.

The record of the United Nations in its long preoccupation with this
problem is clear. Our Organization has firmly rejected the thesis of the
inequality of people on the grounds of race and colour and has unreservedly
condemned acts and policies based on racial discrimination. The United Nations
has unanimously supported the cause of people opposing racial policies and
practices and it has recognized the legitimacy of the struggle of people in
pursuit of their human rights.

Throughout the years, the United Nations has, within the letter and spirit
of the Charter, attempted to deal with the situation in many ways. In the
early stages it had been hoped that wise counsel, coupled with a sense of
justice and1respect for human rights and human dignity, would prevail in South
Africa. To this end, appeals were directed to the Government of South Africa
to put an end to its practice of racial discrimination and to accord all of its
citizens equal rights and opportunities. South Africa's refusal to respond to
these appeals led to demands by many States for political and diplomatic
pressures. Subsequently, with the continued entrenchment of apartheid, demands
for international action included the application of economic sanctions and an
arms' embargo.

We might ask ourselves what has been achieved so far? First, we can
take satisfaction that the plight of the South African population has been kept
before the attention of the international community on a continuing and steadily
intensified scale by the United Nations so that no State today can claim
ignorance of, the problem. In the process, the United Nations has been able to
assure the oppressed people in South Africa of its concern for their plight

(more)
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and to .generate and institute appropriate programmes of assistance. Secondly,
South Africa has been left in no doubt as to the position of the United
Nations on its policies. This has been clearly stated over the years. It is
encouraging to note- that in recent 'months, even States with close relations
•with South Africa have found .it necessary to reiterate, in stronger and clearer
terms, their rejection -of apartheid, and have taken steps to impress upon the
Government- -of South Africa the imperative need for a radical change in its
policies towards South- Africa f s black population.

Ther«r is • evidence -la- South- Africa- -that- world opinion has 'begun to be noticed
although the Government has by no means- —-and this is most regrettable — taken
any action to- alter the course -or nature of its policies. These policies, if
pursued, can only-have- tragiĉ - consequences for the country. Apart -from
the -profound" immorality of apartheid, it is a disastrous course to attempt
to separate "people on strictly ethnical grounds, as the Baatustan policy is.
de-signed to do and to structure their development to suit the interests . and
convenience of -one- -group* The United Nations Security Council and the
General. Assembly have condemned- and. .rejected unanimously this policy. There
can-be -ao peace—and" "understanding, in South. Africa , as long as three-quarters of
the- population are excluded from, the mainstream of its national life and from
the rich resources of the -country as a whole. Furthermore, the imprisonment,
detention "and. banning of many of their respected and. .acknowledged leaders can

— only__jsenre-~to ̂destroy "the-chances' of peaceful national reconciliation.

JQae~United"Tfation:s has-, -over- the' years,-- evolved certain standards against
-Which— a.jaation-'s. -performance in the-- field of human, rights can be measured. ..... -The
basis of - these - are contained in -our Charter •which commits all Member States "to
reaffirm̂  faith- in -fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the
"human. person, -in the -equal rights of men and women - — ". In carrying out this
.-comtnitffient,--there-- 'followed a number of widely supported international .instrttments
such .as -the-Universal .Declaration, on Human. Rights , the International Convention
on- -thff-ElimiaatioQ-.of1 all Forms of Racial Discrimination* and the International
"Covenants on Civil . and""PoliticaL Right s, and on Economic, Social and Cultural
••Sights. To 'this body of international law has been recently added the Convention
on-thcr Suppression and: JPunishmeut of the Crime of Apartheid.

^- In- the "ligh-t-.of- the- standards- -demanded by -the- United Nations and, indeed,
"lir-the-.-light "of. ..ordinary, human, decency, the -policies which make up the, apartheid
system_have"earned the- strong, and sustained, condemnation of the United Nations
-since -its-ancept ion-- -

After -more" than -thirty -years of "United Nations concern with apartheid,
is- -complete -agreement -within ..the World. Organization on the need to elimin-

ate-~this— practice . However,' there "are some, differences of opinion on the course
~~OT -action, . und-eir'the" "Charter, which the international community should pursue
JLTL. promoting a -solution, to this problem.

(more) •
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A programme of effective action commanding the widest possible support
from the international community has never been more needed than at the present
time, and it is my hope that the proposals which emerge from this Conference
will make a contribution to this end.

If the "Campaign of Defiance of Unjust Laws" in 1952 signified the first
public outcry against apartheid, and the Sharpeville demonstration of 1960
expressed the frustration at the continued policies of apartheid, then the
Soweto demonstrations of 1976, with the great loss of life entailed, must be
regarded as the breaking point in the black population's -.suffering of apartheid.
This has been an inevitable development because the years have seen apartheid
and racism progressively institutionalized in every aspect of South African
society.

In this period, too, the philosophy and practice of apartheid, have been
extended beyond the borders of the Republic ĵ fi Namibia, for whose people the
United Nations has a special responsibility, and to Southern Rhodesia, where a (_
grave crisis situation involves and threatens a widening circle of independent
African States.

Far from providing a harmonious, peaceful path to national stability,
as its supporters maintain, apartheid has engendered -- both inside and outside
South Africa — hate and bitterness, violence and bloodshed, tension and
instability.

We are confronted with the constant threat that such racial policies may
precipitate acts of violence which could spread beyond control into the
ultimate disaster of a racial conflict. If this is to be averted, change
must occur in the hearts and minds of men and women who uphold and practise
such abhorrent policies Consequently, the moral force of international
opinion must be maintained and strengthened and agreed measures must be applied
with concerted action if the situation in South Africa is not to deteriorate
further. South Africa must be persuaded to deal quickly with the injustices
and inequities of its social and political system.

The United Nations and the Organization of African Unity have
consistently advocated peaceful pressures to secure freedom and equality in
South Africa. The Lusaka Manifesto of 1969, endorsed by the Organization of
African Unity and the United Nations General Assembly, remains a clear affirma-
tion of the desire and commitment of the international community for a
peaceful, just and lasting settlement.

It may be recalled that when the Security Council studied the racial
situation in South Africa in 196U, a distinguished group of experts, appointed
through a decision of the Council, urged that South Africa be called upon to
convene a national convention composed of the genuine representatives of all
the people of that country, to chart a new course for the future.

(more)
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In my view, that recommendation for a national convention remains as valid
today as it was then and offers the most constructive approach for a peaceful
and lasting solution. It would create a forum in which the leaders -would meet
under conditions of equality. In it, the problems that have torn apart the
fabric of South African society could be tackled and resolved in accordance
with the principles of justice and humanity.

Meanwhile, the international campaign against apartheid must be continued
and the momentum which has so successfully resulted in the holding of this
Conference must be maintained.

There are many channels through which direct assistance can be given to
the people of South Africa. For example, the United Nations voluntary funds
provide humanitarian assistance to victims of apartheid and education and
training of students from that country. I am glad to record that, in recent
years, these funds have obtained most generous contributions from an increasing
number of countries. While these funds have been of valuable help to the people
concerned, the needs are so great that it is necessary to call upon the
international community to do whatever it can to increase its support.
Furthermore, in addition to contributions through the United Nations system,
a considerable amount of assistance has been provided to the liberation move-
ments and voluntary humanitarian agencies on a bilateral basis.

Last year, the General Assembly called for an urgent programme of
assistance to deal with the influx of South African student refugees into
neighbouring countries. I appointed a mission to visit these countries and
ascertain, in consultation with the authorities concerned, the extent of
financial, material and other appropriate forms of assistance required to
deal with the situation. On the basis of the mission's report, which recommended
projects totalling more than $8 million, I have addressed an appeal to the inter-
national community to respond generously to the needs of these students. It is
encouraging to note that a number of States have responded quickly and generously.

Of course, in speaking of South African student refugees, it is difficult not
to mention the plight of student and other refugees from the troubled terri-
tories of Namibia and Southern Rhodesia. The High Commissioner for Refugees, who
is co-ordinating the efforts of the United Nations system in this respect,
is mobilizing assistance programmes for them also. I trust that these programmes;
too, will be strongly supported. I cannot overstress the importance of these
programmes which are designed not only to alleviate suffering but to assist in
educating and training the people concerned to enable them to make constructive
contributions to the development of their countries when conditions permit their
return.

Another important area for international action relates to the mobilization
of public opinion and to in-depth studies of particular facets of the problem.
Over the years, the special mandates which have been entrusted to the various
United Nations bodies, such as the Special Committee against Apartheid and. the
Commission on Human Rights, have been discharged with a great sense of
responsibility. At this point, I should like to pay particular tribute to

(more)
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members of the Special Committee against Apartheid for their outstanding
work. I very much appreciate the most valuable contribution of the Special
Committee to the organization of this Conference under the energetic and able
leadership of its Chairman, Ambassador Leslie Harriman.

The United Nations has long recognized that in this interdependent world
there can be no place for racial discrimination. National and international
harmony can be realized only when people learn to respect and to judge each
other not on the basis of race and colour but on the content of their
character and the quality of their conduct. This is the message which I hope
this Conference will direct to the people of South Africa. Indeed, I hope
this will also be the message which will be emphasized at next year's World
Conference to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination.

You can be assured of my full support and co-operation in the endeavours
of the United Nations to eliminate racial discimination wherever and in whatever
form it exists.

I wish you every success in your deliberations.
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Xg (SF SSMEMEKT. BY SECRETARY-GENERAL

AT VrffJSAM FIAG-RAISINfl CEREMONY

Following is the text of a statement by Secretary-general. Kurt Waldheim
at the ceremony this morning Fit which the flag s»f Viet Ham was raised at
United Nations Headquarters following its admission as the 1*19th Member State
of the United Nations «n 29 September (unofficial translation frcm French):

Before the flag of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam takes its nlace among
the emblems of the Member States of our Organization, I wish first to express to
His Excellency Mr. Nguyen T>uy Trinh, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for
Foreign Affairs, and to members of his delegation my warmest congratulations
on the entry of their country into the United Nations.

This ceremony marks an important date for your country as well as for cur
Organization. Your people, after a long struggle for independence and liberty
marked by so much cruel suffering, today join in the efforts of the United
Nations to establish peace and Justice in the world, I wish to tell you how
much I personally welcome this.

I am convinced that your Government, in assuming its responsibilities under
thQ Charter, will bring to the work of our Organization and to the solution of
the problems it confronts a contribution in accordance with the talents and qualities
of the Vietnamese people.

These talents are now mobilized in an immense undertaking of nationn.1
reconstruction. Through you, I wish to assurn the Government and people of
Viet Nam that the United Nations will spare no effort to assist this effort.

As for our Organization, it welcomes the fact that with the entry of the
Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, the objective of universality has now been nearly
attained. Each new admission has contributed to strengthening the role of the
United Nations: as it better reflects the reality of the world, it is thus better
equipped to solve the problems.

It is in this spirit that I offer to the Government and people of Vî .t Nam my
sincerest wishes for a prosperous future.

I now have the great privilege to rrder the raising of the flag of the
Socialist Republic of Viet Nam.

*
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DECLARATION DU SECRETAIRE GENERAL A L'OCCASION DE LA CEREMOWIE

DE LEVER DU DRAPEAU DE LA REPUBLIQUE SCCIALISTE DU VIETNAM

Avant que le drapeau de la Republique socialiste du Viet Nam ne vienne
prendre place parmi les emblemes des pays membres de notre Organisation,
je voudrais d'abord exprimer a Son Excellence Monsieur Nguyen Duy Trinh,
Vice-Premier Ministre et Ministre des Affaires etrangeres, et aux membres
de sa delegation mes plus chaleureuses felicitations pour 1'entree de leur
pays aux Nations Unies.

Cette ceremonie rnarque une date importante tant pour votre pays que pour
notre Organisation. En effet, votre peuple, apres une longue lutte pour son
independence et sa liberte, marquee par tant de cruelles souffranees, vient
se joindre aujourd'hui aux efforts des Rations Unies pour fa ire regner
la paix et la justice dans le monde. Je tiens a vous dire combien
je m'en rejouis personnellement.

Je suis persuade que votre gouvernement., en assumant les responsabilites
de la Charte, apportera au travail de notre Organisation et a la solution des
problemes dont elle est chargee une contribution a la mesure des talents et des
ctualites du peuple vietnamien.

Ces talents sont aujourd'hui mobilises dans une immense tlfche de
reconstruction nationale. Je tiens a assurer par votre intermediaire au
gouvernement et au peuple vietnamiens que les Nations Unies n'epargneront auncun
effort pour y apporter leur concours.

Quant a notre Organisation, elle se felicite de constater qu'avec
1'entree de la Republique socialiste du Viet Ham 1'objectif de 1'uriiversalite
est desormais presque attaint. Chaque nouvelle admission a contribue a
renforcer le role des Nations Unies; refletant mieux la realite du monde,
celles-ci n'en sont que mieux armees pour en resoudre les problemes.

C'est dans cet esprit que j'adresse au gouvernement et au peuple
vietnamiers mes voeux les plus sinceres pour un avenir prospei-e.

J'ai maintenant le grand privilege de donner 1'ordre de lever
le drapeau de la Republique socialiste du ViefcNam.

* *** #
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TEXT OF STATEMENT BY SECRETORY-GENERAL

AT DJIBOUTI FLAG-RAISING CEREMONY

Following is the text of a statement by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
at the ceremony this morning at which the flag of Djibouti was raised in front
of United Nations Headquarters, following its admission as the lU8th Member State
of the United Nations on 20 September: (unofficial translation from
French);

First I wish to take the opportunity of this ceremony marking the entry of
Djibouti into the United Nations to offer my very warm congratulations to His
Excellency Mr. Hassan Gouled, President of the Republic, and to members of his
delegation.

It is with keen pleasure that we welcome to this Organization a State whose
accession to independence several months ago marked a new stage in the
decolonization process.

While personally taking pri^e in the role our Organization has. played in
this process, I would like to pay homage to the wisdom of the people of Djibouti
and their leaders who have succeeded in leading their country to independence
peacefully and through negotiation. The members of the United Nations Mission
who observed the referendum were able to witness this.

The Republic of Djibouti, in assuming its obligations as a Member State
will contribute to strengthening this Organization and will help in the solution
of the problems which confront it. Knowing the wisdom of its leaders as well as
their attachment to the ideals of the United Nations, I am convinced that Djibouti
will make an important contribution. Allow me also to assure you of the
co-operation of our Organization in the efforts your young State is making for
its econmic and social development.

One of the basic objectives of the Charter -- to gather together the
representatives of the entire world ••- is today nearly achieved and we all have
reason to welcome this fact.

Allow me, Mr. President, to offer to you, and through you to the people of
Djibouti, my best wishes for the future.

It is a great privilege for me to order the flag of the Republic of
Djibouti to be raised.

* -*## *

For information media - not an official record
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STAFF DAY 1377

Addresses by Secretary-General
& Staff Committe Chairman

The following addresses by the Secretary-General and the Chairman of the Staff
Committee were given on Staff Day, 16 September 1977, in the General Assembly Hall:

ADDRESS BY MR..KURT WALDHEIM, SECRETARY-GENERAL

Mr. Chairman, my dear Colleagues,

It is a pleasure for me to meet with you once again before we all embark
on another session of the General Assembly. I am very conscious of the fact that
our busy schedules do not allow us to meet together as often as I would wish.
Speaking for myself, I am often amazed at the amount of time which I am compelled
to spend away from Headquarters in the pursuit of my various tasks. One of the
results of this is to reduce the opportunities which I have to keep in constant
contact with the other members of the Secretariat. Fortunately, the nature of our
work and the pursuit of the objectives of the Charter give us a common inspiration
and a feeling of solidarity which requires no artificial stimulus. However, these
meetings are important, and I myself particularly value them since they give me an
opportunity to share with you some thoughts about our present situation.

This is also a welcome opportunity to express to you my appreciation and
gratitude for all that you do in your different departments to give life and
meaning to the Charter and to the decisions of the various organs of the United
Nations. The work of the Secretariat is the lifeblood of our Organization. It is
work of which we can be justly proud and which we are privileged to perform.
That is a reward in itself and should mean that we are not dependent on expressions
of gratitude or appreciation. Nonetheless, I wish to tell you that the many
expressions of such appreciation which are made to me in the course of the year are
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in fact a recognition of the work of the Secretariat as a whole, and I am glad
to have this occasion to pass them on to their rightful recipients.

The United Nations is now an established organization and enjoys both the
disadvantages and advantages of that status. It is no longer the novelty which it
once was, and to some extent we have lost the sense of adventure and innovation
which inspired our earlier years. On the other hand, the scope and range of our
activities constantly increase and the Organization deals each year with new
subjects which were scarcely dreamed of even 10 years ago.

Although the United Nations is now taken for granted as an established
feature of the world scene, the challenges to its capacity and its ingenuity are
in fact greater and more various than ever. As I said in my Annual Report, the
list of global problems is awe-inspiring: the rapidly escalating arms race, the
increasing danger of proliferation of nuclear weapons,- shortages or maldistribution of
food, population pressures, the threat to the environment, the persistence of massive
poverty, the competition for control of marine resources, energy and the world's
dwindling supplies of non-renewable natural resources, and the whole spectrum of
economic ill s from inflation, unemployment and indebtedness to problems of unstable
commodity and money markets.

In addition, we also have to face immediate problems of international peace
and,security, and the burden of peace-making and peace-keeping in familiar regions
of.the world, and possibly in some less familiar regions.

Of course the United Nations itself cannot solve all these problems, but we
shduld never for a moment underestimate the value of its efforts and its commitment.
Our Organization is often taken for granted and sometimes criticized without
justification, but it performs invaluable functions for the international community.
The effective discharge of many of those functions depends on the ability, integrity,
initiative and dedication of the members of the Secretariat.

I am proud to be able to say that when the Member Governments have given us
difficult tasks to perform -whether it be the setting up of a peace-keeping force or
the organization of a special conference in a new field of activity or the preparation
of an important report or the alleviation of human suffering in some stricken are of
the world - the Secretariat has almost invariably managed to respond to the challenge,
to improvise, to overcome mistakes or lack of resources, and to provide sound and
objective support and judgements when required. It has shown the capacity, the
integrity and the imagination to do the job, although often the difficulties and
complications have seemed insuperable. We should take heart from this record as we
ponder some of the tasks we are likely to be given in the future.

;! Of course, things sometimes go wrong and, more inevitably still, there is
criticism. Some of the criticism is valid, and we should take heed of it. Some of
it is unjustified and even sometimes malicious, but I do not believe we should be
unduly upset by such inevitable accompaniments to public service. We should not be
upset, that is, provided we are confident that the criticism is unfonded. Our best
defence against such attacks is integrity, effective performance and pride in our work.
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This is not the occasion for a detailed discussion of our domestic affairs.
As is inevitable in a large and widespread organization, difficulties and differences
arise and have to be dealt with. The administration of an international civil service
presents far greater problems than running the civil service of a single nation.
I know that you all recognize this, just as the administration recognizes the special
problems of working for an international organization. If, on the basis of this mutual
understanding, we can face our various domestic problems together, I believe we can
overcome them to our own satisfaction, and also, I hope, to the satisfaction of the
Member Governments, who have an important - indeed an overriding - voice in our affairs.
Here I should like to express my appreciation for the efforts of the representatives
of the staff and their most valuable co-operation in resolving the problems which
inevitably arise.

We must all recognize the simple but difficult fact that we live in a rapidly
changing world. In the Secretariat that not only means that we have to take on new
challenges, new tasks and new resnonsibilities. It also means that we must be flexible,
ready for reassessment and amenable to change. Internal adjustments will be required
as well as institutional restructuring, if we are successfully to measure up, for
example, to such a historicchallenge as the search for a new international economic
order. In an international bureaucracy even more than in a national' one there is a
continuing need to review, to streamline and to tighten the administrative machinery.
I shall give particular attention to this problem in the coming year. Here, especially,
I and my colleagues in the Administration will need your understanding and your help.

I know that for all our great objectives and high principles, work in the
United Nations can sometimes be frustrating or disillusioning. I can assure you that
this is also true for the Secretary-General, for all the fascination and the unique
interest of his job. I hope, however, that at such moments we can all take courage
from the fact that we are in our different ways privileged to be engaged in a historic
task. On .bad days this may not seem to be so, but looking back we can see how far
and over what obstacles we have already come. And looking forward there is a marvellous
range of objectives to be achieved, if only we can work together with sufficient
determination and skill.

We should also recall something that is so obvious to most members of the
Secretariat, at its best, is a genuinely international body whose members work
together regardless of their country of origin for objectives designed for the common
good of humanity.

It may sound pretentious to say so, but I believe it is basically true and I
am proud to be a member of such a body.

The Secretariat, working as prescribed in the Charter, is a fore-runner,
pioneering for the kind of global human society we hope to build. Our steps forward
are hesitant and sometimes faltering, but we all know what we are trying to do and
believe in what we are doing. That is a tremendous asset and, in the long run, a
tremendous strength.
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In conclusion, may I wish you good luck in the difficult months ahead.
I am sure that we all share the hope that through our work together we can make
our contribution to building a more peaceful and better world.

* * * * *

ADDRESS BY MR. R. CHITTENDEN, CHAIRMAN, STAFF COMMITTEE

Thank you Mr. Secretary-General. It is a great pleasure to be speaking
to all my colleagues here today on the occasion of the celebration of Staff Day
after a lapse of four years.

I regret that the late appearance -only this morning of the Administrative
Circular announcing this meeting has deprived many staff members of the possibility
of hearing you today, Mr. Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has just commented on many of the circumstances under
which we are functioning today and in particular the climate of almost perverse
hostility to what has been regarded as a high-paid bureaucracy reflected in articles
both here and in many other parts of the world. We take note of the Secretary-
General 's statement on the criticism levelled against us - if it is valid we should
take heed of it, if it is unjustified and even sometimes malicious our best defense
against such attacks is integrity, effect performance and pride in our work.

None of you would claim that there are not faults in the International Civil
Service -we can all think of many shortcomings. This is only natural in any such
large body of people, and we all know that, although we are, and we strive to be,an
International Civil Service in every sense of the term, we serve in an intergovernmental
organization and are sometimes subject to the results of political pressures which
create yet further difficulties for us, the Secretariat, to discharge our tasks in
the way that we think they ought to be done, if we are to meet the very high
standards of competence, integrity and merit set forth for us by the Charter.

Many events of importance have occurred in the four years since our last
Staff Day. One of the most important, affecting both professional and general service
staff has been the establishment of the International Civil Service Commission, which
has begun the determination in its recent reports of the professional category's
conditions of work and pay and, is about to embark upon the determination of general
service salaries and conditions of work. This has resulted from, and in its turn
produced a greater awareness of personnel issues in the 5th Committee of the General
Assembly. We welcome unreservedly, some of the consequences of this interest such
as the creation of the new panel against discrimination earlier this year by the
Secretary-General. We have reservations about some others, like the proposed
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competitive examination for promotion of general service to professional levels which
is currently being discussed in the Administration as a result of 5th Committee
initiatives.

The 5th Committee is also seized of important issues ultimately affecting
every single staff member in relation to the decisions eventually to be taken on
income security for our retired colleagues in a period of rapid inflation and flu
fluctuating exchange rates, which threaten to erode beyond all tolerable limits the
resources available in the pension entitlements of former staff members. All of us
at some point in the future will be faced with these problems and we have a vital
interest in ensuring that the decisions taken result in adequate provision for the
maintenance of a decent standard of living for each and every one of us at the end
of our dedicated service to the Organization.

As you know, your Staff Union maintains contact with staff associations and
unions of the other organizations of the United Nations system through the Federation
of International Civil Service Associations, FICSA , has provided the main forum
for dealing on a collective basis with the new preoccupations created by the need
for us to present positions to organs like the International Civil Service Commission
and the General Assembly. It is also, and quite importantly, a forum for us to relate
among ourselves, to exchange experiences and to come to decisions on problems which
affect us in common - but it has been subjected to many strains in recent years,
with increasingly divergent views among different groups of staff representatives.
I hope that we will be able to overcome these difficulties and avoid any enduring ill
effects from the conflicts which we have had and, in all honesty, are still having.
One measure which has been taken by the recent FICSA Council meeting earlier this year in
New Delhi- which, incidentally, was the first session of the FICSA Council ever to be
held in a developing country, was to set up a samll group charged with reviewing the
structures and procedures of FICSA and to make proposals in consultation with the
associations and unions concerned, for significant improvement in FICSA's method of
functioning.

One area of strain which has become increasingly obvious has been the inadequate
provision for ascertaining the views and taking care of the interests of those staff
members who serve this organization and the other organizations of the system in duty
stations away from Headquarters. As a first step towards dealing with that problem,
FICSA has decided to convene an extraordinary FICSA Council meeting here in New York
early in January 1978 which will focus exclusively on questions concerning field staff.
We ourselves in the Staff Council have also in recent weeks completed action on a
proposals to be submitted to the staff at large in a referendum, for changes in the
size and composition of the Staff Council, to ensure more equitable representation of
staff both at Headquarters and away from Headquarters. You will shortly be getting the
Staff Committee Bulletin dealing with these issues on which you will each have an
opportunity to express your views.

Four colleagues and I, went in a delegation elected by the Staff Council to the
last FICSA Council in New Delhi and we took the opportunity of stopping off to consult
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with our colleagues at the United Nations Information Centre in London, with our
colleagues serving in Teheran whom we met a general meeting, with our colleagues
serving UNICEF and the political missions in New Delhi, and finally on our way back,
with the staff serving with the UN emergency forces in Ismailia and Cairo. They
were all delighted that we had taken the time and trouble to stop and discuss with
them their concerns - they were anxious that we should make more permanent arrangements
to deal with their interests on a regular basis. I must report to you that on the
evidence of these meetings and conversations which we held, many of our colleagues
serving overseas have serious problems with the manner in which their problems have
been dealt with by Administration at Headquarters. The most glaring of these were
in Ismailia and Cairo which, Mr. Secretary-General, we have brought to the attention
of senior officials in your Administration to identify objectively and to remedy
these problems, initially through the dispatch of a reliable and independent fact-
finding team.

Mr. Secretary-General, colleagues, one of the issues which over the years
both here and overseas has proved troublesome on too many occasions has been the
question of discrimination. I wish to congratulate you, Sir, on your action in
appointing, after consultations with the staff representatives, a group of five
staff members and a co-ordinator which constitute the new panel. We have placed on
them a heavy burden. Already in the few weeks of their existence, more than a dozen
staff members have approached the members of the panel with their problems and
complaints. It is our hope that this new mechanism can provide a"n adequate outlet
for the ventilation and rectification of all grievances and feelings of discrimination
perceived by any staff member, whatever his or her grade or station, and so enable us
in the international civil service to assert with confidence that we are living up
to the high standards of the Charter in this regard.

One subject which is of interest to nearly every single staff member, is
promotion. This year unfortunately, the promotion registers are not yet out
-more than three months after they should normally have been published.

A variety of factors have been responsible for this,including a late start
in the work of the Appointment and Promotion Bodies this year. Nevertheless, the
situation is clearly unsatisfactory. The representatives of the Staff Council will
work closely with the Administration to ensure that a similar situation does not occur
in the future. Meanwhile, I have been assured by the Assistant-Secretary-General for
Personnel Services, Mr. Gherab, that those registers which are completed will be
released as soon as they have been approved finally,which will be in the first instance
those of the non-professional categories. I have also been assured by Mr. Gherab that
where a post is available, the promotion will be retroactive to 1 April, despite this
delay.
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After the registers are out, a different issue arises -that of recourse
for those staff members whose names have not appeared on the promotion registers when
they feel that this omission is unjustified. In the past, the operation of this
recourse procedure has not always been satisfactory since even those staff members who
managed through this procedure to get their names on the register on which they should
have appeared in the first place, do not always obtain the promotion which should follow.
The Staff Committee has secured from the Assistant-Secretary-General for Personnel
Services an assurance that no staff member will be permited to remain on the promotion
register for year after year without effect being given to his or her promotion. This
is of particular importance in those cases where the staff member's name continues to
remain on the promotion register because departments feel that since they did not
propose the staff member for promotion in the first instance, they have no responsibility
for implementing the promotion. It is agreed by both the staff representatives and the
Administration that this is an unacceptable position since those staff members have been
placed on the promotion registers by the Secretary-General on the recommendation of the
Appointments and Promotion Board in implementation of the recourse procedure. Both the
Office of Personnel Services, and the Staff Union will be making every effort to ensure
the non-discriminatory treatment of all the staff members placed on the promotion
registers regardless of whether they were initially recommended by their department or
not. This is an issue which we have felt to be of considerable importance because it
potentially affects the career prospects of a large number of staff. We have every
confidence that in this, as in so many other areas of staff management relations in
recent years, your known sympathy, Mr. Secretary-General, for the interests of staff
and the co-operation of your senior colleagues wi.ll ensure that issues like this do not
grow into major problem areas.

On a different note, Mr. Secretary-General, may I say that we very much look
forward to your joining us this evening in the more festive atmosphere of our Staff
Day dance. In closing, may I say that I hope that all of us will be joining together
in celebrating Staff Day 1977.
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL AT RESUMED THIRTY-FIRST SESSION

OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 13 SEPTEMBER 1977

The resumption of the thirty-first session of the General Assembly
reaffirms a sense of continuing commitment to the establishment of a new
international economic order.

There is no doubt about the enlightened spirit of international
solidarity that has prevailed since the sixth and seventh special sessions
of the Assembly. The 18 months of active negotiations held in Paris
attest to this. It is also true that it has not been possible to achieve
the degree of progress that Governments had set themselves to attain and
that a feeling of growing disappointment may becloud the endeavours of this
Assembly. It is in this context that the present session acquires special
significance. The negotiations that resume today will test the ability of
the United Nations to define the concrete measures required to secure the
objectives of a more equitable and just economic system.

It might be useful briefly to take stock of the circumstances in which
these negotiations will be pursued. The work carried out in Paris, in
Nairobi, in Geneva and elsewhere has played a very valuable clarifying role.
Your deliberations will therefore take place in the context of a better
understanding of development perceptions and needs.

Efforts to overcome the recession that afflicted the economies of many
developed countries must be pursued with vigour, inflation and unemployment
continue to pose nagging problems -- a disturbing departure from traditional
patterns of economic behaviour. A resumption of economic growth wovld open
ap new onportunities that should be quickly harnessed in the cause of
development.

International trade offers probably the most promising means of
co-operation among nations. The post-war years witnessed in general a
remarkable expansion of multilateral transactions, f-ut lately the resurgence of
protectionist forces has cast a shadow on the economic horizon. As the world

(more)
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economy moves towards its normal rhythm of growth, the time would be ripe
to inject momentum into the negotiations designed to expand world trade. For
the developing countries, the expansion of their export earnings is of
crucial importance to their economic and social progress. I therefore believe
that a liberalization of import policies by the developed countries and a
successful outcome of the forthcoming negotiations relating to an integrated
programme of primary commodities will go a long way in promoting economic
growth in developing countries and 'thereby also help to secure the upward
thrust of the world economy.

I have mentioned on other occasions that the mounting burden of the
external debt incurred by the developing countries has raised a haunting
spectre. Unless effective action is taken, the development prospects of
many debtor countries will be seriously jeopardized. It is encouraging
that the International Monetary Fund has adopted decisions establishing
a supplementary financing facility in the Fund. This financing facility would
no doubt be of material assistance to countries facing balarice-of-payments
difficulties, but surely the debt problem is too large to be solved by such
a facility alone. Other proposals that have been under consideration for some
time also merit renewed and urgent attention.

Much has been said about the vital importance of economic assistance to
developing countries. Some •tf'slcome actions have been taken in this regard by
a number of aid-giving countries. Yet, much remains to be done. It is
paradoxical that seven years after the International Development Strategy was
adopted by the General Assembly, a critical target of the Strategy -- that
relating to the flow of official development assistance -- still continues to
elude us. The promise held forth seven years ago should be translated into
reality with determination and xvithout any further delay.

In this same context I firmly believe that it would help the cause of
development immensely if a significant part of the development assistance is
directed towards expansion of food production in developing countries.
Experience-has shown that in the developing world, a serious obstacle to
agricultural development has been the lack of assured water supply for the
farmers. Cannot human ingenuity and international co-operation devise ways
and means to resolve this problem?

I very much hope that the establishment of the International Fund for
Agricultural Development will constitute an important step towards a wider
and coherent strategy of agricultural expansion and diversification.

I have also expressed my belief that international co-operation in the
field of energy should be widened in the context of development co-operation
There is an institutional gap at the international level that appears to hinder
the enlargement of the technological possibilities and options available to a
large number of countries. The Assembly itself expressed its concern in this
regard at its seventh special session.

(more)
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It cannot, of course, be forgotten that international co-operation,
however urgent and vital, can only be a partial spur to action, t-iuch of the
thrust for accelerated progress has to be made by the developing countries
individually and jointly, as indeed these countries themselves have
emphasized time and again. I feel confident that developing countries -will
do their utmost to push forward the frontiers of development and bring
increasing opportunities for a better life to their people.

The continuing widening of international development co-operation is in the
interest of all members of the world community. While principally concerned
with enlarging the opportunities for developing countries, its essential aim
is to make the world a better and safer place for humanity as a whole. It is
this concept of global interdependence and human solidarity that must remain
at the forefront of all our endeavours.

One of the most remarkable achievements of the United Nations is that it
has made development a central issue in world affairs. Lofty ideals inscribed in
the Charter more than 30 years ago are now seen in terms of practical realities.
This involves a recognition of the complexity and dimension of economic and
social problems, as well as the determination to tackle them resolutely. It is,
in essence, a historic commitment. A restructuring of international economic
relations stems from the need to give practical meaning to that commitment.

I have always expressed the conviction that the United Nations provides
an efficient framework for negotiations to that end. At this crucial moment in
the evolution towards a new international economic order, I wish to reiterate
my faith in the success of your endeavours.

•::-#•«•
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MESSAGE BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON BiTEEMTIOML LITERACY

DAY, 8 SEPTEMBER 1977

The Secretary-General has sent the following message to the Director-
General of United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO):

It is an unhappy fact that in a world in which scientific and technol-
ogical progress is unequalled in history, one adult in three still cannot
read or write. Illiteracy is by no means a new problem, but rather one of
the oldest and most persistent confronting us. We call particular attention
to it today on this annual observance of International Literacy Day because
its disturbing global implications demand intensified action.

Literacy is first and foremost a basic human right. The acquisition and,
equally important, the retention of literacy is intrinsically bound up with the
individual's participation in decision-making for himself and his community. It
is closely allied to a rebirth of national languages and cultures. In turn, an
enriched cultural atmosphere will provide fertile ground not only for transplants
of technologies developed" elsewhere, but also for nexr, indigenous developments in
science and technology without which neither national development nor science it-
self can thrive. 'Literacy is a proven''catalyst for creativity in all spheres of
endeavour•

The statistic of one person in three who cannot ready or write is an
average figure. It embraces not only developing countries, where in some
cases illiteracy shackles more than 80 per cent of the population, but also
many industrialized nations which recently have begun to suffer relapses in
their own midst.

It is true that encouraging headway has been made in reducing the
worldwide percentage of illiteracy. But before we can congratulate ourselves,
we must understand that this headway is, in a sense, deceptive because it
must be viewed against a more important fact: as world population continues
to grow, the absolute number of illiterates grows with it. Now generations
of illiterates are thus inevitably added to already existing ones, an ominous
trend that, unless reversed, can only mar the vision of a world beneficiently
transformed by science and technology at every level of human activity.

(more)
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The General Conference of UNESCO, at its nineteenth session last autumn,
called for a considerable acceleration of the campaign against illiteracy.
To my mind the success of this campaign is a vital ingredient in the ulti-
mate achievement of a new international economic order in which development
will serve to fulfil human hopes and needs.

This calls for a rededication of our efforts at the international and
national levels to eradicate illiteracy everywhere. It is a call the world
must heed on this International Literacy Day. ... ...
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UNESCO C ALLS OH T.PMM OF "WORLD TO.

Lit eracŷ aŷ Cer emonl e s_Cite_ Prepond eranc e of Women
and Youth Aaong^ I.Ilitera.tes

(The following is reproduced, as received from UNUSCO, Paris.)

The real crusade against illiteracy -will come when the women of the
world demand it, John Fobes, Deputy Director-General of the United Nation's
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) declared today.

Addressing a ceremony at UNESCO headquarters in Paris on the occasion
of the twelfth International Literacy Day, Mr, Fobes pointed out that women
constitute 60 per cent of the illiterate population and that their number
is rising more rapidLyy than that of male illiterates. Despite the progress
made in several countries, the absolute number of illiterates has continued
to increase, he said, and today can be estimated at some 800 million.

"One adult in three", ne declared, "cannot read, write or make a simple
calculation in written form. But what is more serious is the fact that in
many societies a large number of illiterates is found more particularly among
the younger sectors of the population... If trends noted in the last few
years are confirmed, the number of children between the ages of 6 and 11 who
are not in school attendance in the third world countries will reach some
13̂  million in 1985, including 35 million- in Africa, 90 million in Asia and
9 million in Latin America."

Nevertheless, Mr. Fobes added, several countries have succeeded in
considerably reducing the percentage of their illiterates during the past
few years through greater efficiency of their educational systems and"an
increased effort in adult literacy training. Among them he listed Algeria,
India, Iran, Mali, the United Republic of Tanzania, Burma, Brazil, Cuba and
Somalia.

(more)
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"But a literacy operation of really far-reaching impact can only take
shape if all nations in the world agree to take part in it," he emphasized.
"The wisest declarations, the most intelligent proposals from the interna-
tional organizations and the most dedicated co-operation on the part of
non-governmental organizations are ultimately futile unless, right from the
start, a national political resolve is clearly manifest. And that resolve
must be reflected in a strategy unique to each society but which will harness
the whole range of human, material and financial resources needed and help
a people to feel deeply that literacy training can be a dynamic instrument
in the transformation of society." •' ' '."

The same theiae was echoed by United Nations Secretary-General Kurt
IJaldheim in a message for International Literacy Day which was read at the
ceremony. Recalling that'..the UNESCO General Conference had urged a consi-
derable acceleration of the campaign against illiteracy, the Secretary-General
added "To ray mind the success of this campaign is a vital ingredient in the
ultimate achievement of a new international economic order in which develop-
ment will serve to fulfil human hopes and' needs. This calls for a rededica-
tion of our efforts at the international and national levels to eradicate
illiteracy everywhere."

For'the first time this year since they were foundeds the Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi and the Nadezhda K. Krupskaya Literacy Frizes were not awarded
during the Literacy Day ceremony. Meeting last week under the Chairmanship
of Princess Ashraf Pahlavi of Iran, the international jury for literacy
prizes decided to defer the awards in the'hope that this would stimulate
new initiatives and more effective actions and, at the same time, enable a
greater number of institutions and persons to make kmywn their accomplish-
ments. The- jury did, however, note that some candidates for the prizes were
worthy of honourable mention, and designated four of these for each prize.
These were awarded during the ceremony.

For the Pahlavi prize, these were:

— Frontier College, and old-established (1899) voluntary organization
in Canada, which works to bring literacy to migrant workers, isolated commu-
.nities of Indians, Eskimos and others as well as educating people serving
prison sentences in.order to help them re-integrate with society;

— The functional literacy pilot project in Risaralda, Colombia, which
benefitted nearly 55,000 adults in its first year and which combines its
instruction with activities such as training coffee growers and carpenters
as well as linking its work to formal education;

(more)
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— The Upper Vblta project for equality of access of women and girls
to education, launched with UNESCO aid, which has evolved its own methods
adapted to local conditions and which has helped to overcome some of the
obstacles which prevent village women from getting education;

— A Uruguayan pioneer, Professor Roberto Abadie Soriano, who, in addition
to developing teaching materials, has adapted his methods to use braille and
set up a school for the blind.

The four honourable mentions for the Krupskaya prize went to:

— The founder and editor of a Bariba-language newspaper Kgaro, Bernard
Sero Gauthier of Benin, who has helped to launch a functional literacy pro-
gramme linked to the marketing of agricultural products;

— The regional centre for the advancement of women, Telimele, Guinea,
which has integrated its literacy instruction with economic development by
running courses for women and girls to improve agricultural production and
marketing and promoting handicrafts;

— An institution running mobile libraries and reading rooms for new
literates,Seva Mandir, in Udaipur, India, which has organized projects
bringing literacy to farming communities in tribal regions, school drop-
outs, villagers and women;

— The General Union of Women of Yemen, which last year had nearly
-̂0,000 women em-oiled in literacy courses and which uses its instruction
as a basis for giving training in trades.

*** *
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The Secretary-General has sent the following message to the Director-
General of United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO):

It is an unhappy fact that in a world in which scientific and technol-
ogical progress is unequalled in history,, one adult in three still cannot
read or write. Illiteracy is by no means a new problem, but rather one of
the oldest and most persistent confronting us. We call particular attention
to it today on this annual observance of International Literacy Day because
its disturbing global implications demand intensified action.

Literacy is first and foremost a basic human right. The acquisition and,
equally important, the retention of literacy is intrinsically bound up with the
individual's participation in decision-making for himself and his community. It
is closely allied to a rebirth of national languages and cultures. In turn, an
enriched cultural atmosphere will provide fertile ground not only for transplants
of technologies developed" elsewhere, but also for new, indigenous developments in
science and technology without which, neither national development nor science it-
self can thrive- 'Literacy is a proven''catalyst for creativity in all spheres of
endeavour.

The statistic of one person in three who cannot ready or write is an
average figure. It embraces not only developing countries, where in some
cases illiteracy shackles more than 80 per cent of the population, but also
many industrialized nations which recently have begun to suffer relapses in
their own midst.

It is true that encouraging headway has been made in reducing the
worldwide percentage of illiteracy. But before we can congratulate ourselves,
we must understand that this headway is, in a sense, deceptive because it
must be viewed against a more important fact: as world population continues
to grow, the absolute number of illiterates grows with it. Mow generations
of illiterates are thus inevitably added to already existing ones, an ominous
trend that, unless reversed, can only mar the vision of a world benefioiently
transformed by science and technology at every level of human activity.
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The General Conference of UNESCO, at its nineteenth session last autumn,
called for a considerable acceleration of the campaign against illiteracy.
To my mind the success of this campaign is a vital ingredient in the ulti-
mate achievement of a new international economic order in vhlch development
will serve to fulfil human hopes aud needs.

This calls for a rededication of our efforts at the international and
national levels to eradicate illiteracy everywhere. It is a call the world
must heed on this International Literacy Day.
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